
Timber Flooring  |  Engineered



Greater stability on wider plank sections then solid timber planks

Reduced effects of expansion and contraction with changes in humidity

Does not require top nailing for a cleaner surface appearance 

European Oak strength and hardness makes it ideal for heavy traffic areas

Can be installed direct stick,  floating or secret nailed. 

Unlike most solid timber floors, it can be installed on virtually any flat surface 
– over concrete, tiles, or even existing timber floor boards

Solid European Oak timber top wear layer

Multi-layer plywood core substrate

Industry preferred Tongue and Groove locking profile

The plank range utilises timber veneers which are plain sawn to highlight the distinctive grain 

patterns and growth rings which Oak is best known for around the world. The logs are cut 

parallel to expose natural ripples, large graphic ovals and ring shaped characters which is 

also referred as to the cathedral effect.

Plank Floors is an Australian company that manufactures and supplies high quality,  

pre-finished, engineered timber flooring. 

Working with Australia’s leading architects and design firms, Plank Floors has created a 

colour palette that is sophisticated and in tune with local and international design trends. 

Crafted using natural materials, Plank Floors takes engineered timber flooring to another level.

crafted naturally

plank floors

benefits of engineered timber flooring



Featuring four size options, each family in the Plank range is available in 
all colour options with matching stair nosing accessories.

plank profiles

90mm

15mm

220mm

20mm

120mm

15mm

190mm

15mm

190mm

15mm

30mm

Largo
Featuring a 6mm solid Oak wear layer 
with multi ply sub-layers.
220mm x 2200mm x 20mm

Mezzano
Featuring a 4mm solid Oak wear layer 
with multi ply sub-layers.
190mm x 1900mm x 15mm

Herringbone
Featuring a 4mm solid Oak wear layer 
with multi ply sub-layers.
90mm x 540mm x 15mm

Chevron
Featuring a 4mm solid Oak wear layer 
with multi ply sub-layers.
120mm x 600mm x 15mm

Artisan collection
Featuring a 4mm band-sawn solid 
rustic grade Oak wear layer with 
multi ply sub-layers.
190mm x 1900mm x 15mm

Stair Nosing
Mitred Oak construction sourced 
from project material
Bespoke dimensions

Blackbutt
Featuring a 3mm solid Blackbutt layer 
with multi ply sub-layers.
133mm x 14mm x 1900mm

Spotted Gum
Featuring a 3mm solid Blackbutt layer 
with multi ply sub-layers.
133mm x 14mm x 1900mm

australian hardwood

Plank Oak is finished with UV Oils by WOCA to create a natural but durable finish to withstand traffic and 
everyday life. Woca UV oils penetrate the surface of the timber and also create a surface layer to protect the 
timber from within. Oil is imbedded into the surfaces of the timber pores to create a second line of defence 
to wear and tear.

traditional oil-based finishing system lacquers & water-based finishing system oil and wax-based finishing system

finished in our pursuit of perfection



European Oak is a beautiful addition to any home or 
commercial business space, it has a higher tannin 
content and less sapwood which enables it to absorb 
stains much more consistently. It also reacts very well 
when subjected to reactive stains, fuming and aging 
processes.

European Oak is favoured by architects and interior 
designers because of its natural colour, exquisite 
grain pattern and the versatility of finishing processes 
it allows.

largo
Featuring a 6mm solid Oak wear layer with 
multi ply sub-layers.

mezzano
Featuring a 4mm solid Oak wear layer with 
multi ply sub-layers.

herringbone
Featuring a 4mm solid Oak wear layer with 
multi ply sub-layers.

chevron
Featuring a 4mm solid Oak wear layer with 
multi ply sub-layers.

artisan collection
Featuring a 4mm band-sawn solid rustic grade
Oak wear layer with multi ply sub-layers.

available profiles

european 
oak 



european oak colours

Reactive stain, Brushed and WOCA UV Matt Lacquer

gris

Smoked, Brushed and WOCA Matt UV Oil

dozie

Smoked, Brushed and WOCA Matt UV Oil

roken

Brushed and WOCA Matt UV Oil

bizet

Brushed and WOCA Matt UV Oil

blanc

White Brushed and WOCA Matt UV Oi

bianche

Brushed and WOCA Matt UV Oil

elmo

Brushed and WOCA Matt UV Oil

auber

Brushed and WOCA Matt UV Oil

delft

Brushed and WOCA Matt UV Oil

groell

Brushed and WOCA Matt UV Oil

rawma

Brushed and WOCA Matt UV Oil

merlot

Brushed and WOCA Matt UV Oil

nya

specifications
Janka Hardness Rating 6.6 kN 

Profile Tongue and Groove 

Edge Profile Micro-bevelled edges 

Nested boards 20% 

Formaldehyde Emission E-0 

Slip testing P3

installation methods
Fully Bonded Yes

Nailed Yes

Floated on underlay 190 x 15 mm only

Over underfloor heating No



Plank pre-finished engineered hardwood flooring combines the traditional 
look and feel of solid timber but constructed with a quality multi-layer 
cross-ply base to increase stability. With the selection of two of Australia’s 
most iconic species Blackbutt and Spotted Gum, the Plank hardwood 
range sets a new standard of quality and innovation.

Plank Hardwood range is constructed using a solid 3mm Australian 
hardwood wear layer in Blackbutt or Spotted Gum with multi ply sub-
layers. This form of board construction delivers high performance 
structural, integrity and longevity due to the reduction in expansion and 
contraction.

Superior board stability allows for installation directly over concrete or 
timber sub floors as a floating structure due to the built-in acoustic foam 
underlay backing or direct stick with a standard board. Our hardwood 
range is designed with a click lock profile on all four sides to ensure 
seamless installation.

The hardwood series is finished in natural hardwood oils by WOCA TM of 
Denmark. The use of natural oils enables the timber to breathe, regulating 
humidity and aiding in the prevention of warping and cupping.

australian hardwood
Solid Australian Hardwood wear layer 
pre-finished with premium UV Oil treatment 
by WOCATM of Denmark

Precision milled glueless clip lock 
sysetem for ease of installation 

Multiple substrate ply layers are engineered 
with grains orientated perpendicularly to the 
layer above and below in order to create 
optimal structural integrity and to avoid 
swelling or shrinking of the board

W 133mm x H 14mm x L 1900mm

Solid Australian Hardwood wear layer 3mm

board specifications

Prefinished board

3MM Solid Australian NSW Blackbutt and NSW Spotted Gum

Multi Cross layer plywood substrate 

Clip lock profile

133mm in width and 14mm thickness

Finished in low Voc WOCA Matt oil

25 year residential warranty

One of 2 beautiful native eucalyptus hardwoods with their own unique colours 
and natural marking to suit high-end decoration and Australian lifestyle. 

One of 2 beautiful native eucalyptus hardwoods with their own unique colours 
and natural marking to suit high-end decoration and Australian lifestyle. 

blackbutt

spotted gum



Pictured: Custom colour chevron parquetry

parquetry



The distinctive look of chevron pattern is clean, smooth and angular; a striking visual 
design, the 45° angles creates rare moods and very impressive scenes. This parquet 
has always been a great classic, installed since centuries in prestigious buildings and 
historical locations Worldwide. 

Featuring a 4mm solid Oak wear layer with multi ply sub-layers. 
120 x 600 x 15/4mm

chevron 

herringbone

parquetry

A timeless classic, Herringbone floors have been prominent for centuries in prestigious 
buildings and historical locations Worldwide. This parquet flooring is cut in rectangles 
which are laid in a zigzag pattern. Herringbone looks best in homes with its points 
directed at a focal point or running to the direction of a room. 

Featuring a 4mm solid Oak wear layer with multi ply sub-layers. 
90 x 540 x 15/4mm



Our Scattered Parquetry brings the elegance of custom-crafted parquet floors into 
any space. The beauty and innovation of our parquet floors – designed and crafted 
by Plank – make any room uniquely refined.

Parquet flooring is different from the usual hardwood floor because instead of 
wooden slats laid slide by side, parquet uses smaller pieces of wood arranged in 
decorative patterns; so you do not only get the inherent beauty of wood grain, you 
will also have a mosaic effect on your floor.

scattered parquetry



Our Artisan collection brings rustic sophistication to the Plank range with its 
dusky greys and warm cream accents on the unique band-sawn textured surface.

Available in 3 colours 
Artisan Dozie    |    Artisan Roken    |    Artisan Delft

Featuring a 4mm band-sawn solid rustic grade Oak wear layer with 
multi ply sub-layers. 
190mm x 1900mm x 15mm

artisan collection


